People often feel tired if he/she listens synthesized speech for a long time. This is mainly because synthesized speech is too flat and never stresses the focus. Different to traditional TTS research approach of simulating speaker, this paper does the stress prediction research from the point of the hearer. An ideal hearer model is first proposed to predict the stress distribution based on the hypothesis: people speak with limited stress effort and distribute the limited effort to ensure that the hearer can understand the speaker easily. Then according to the limited research resource, this paper modifies the ideal hearer model and presents a practical model. Experiments show that the stress prediction achieves an acceptable rate of 87.36%.
INTRODUCTION
Phoneme, rhythm and stress are the most needed three augments from text in the text-to-speech system. With the development of 7Ts technology, a lot of research work has been done on the phoneme and rhythm processing and promotes the intelligence and naturalness of synthesized speech quite a lot. But the stress in synthesized speech is almost invariant, which is quite unnafural.
So stress information should he analyzed from speech, predicted from text and performed in the synthesizer to promote the naturalness.
Here we should first present our stress definition. In this paper, the stress is defined as the strength of syllable that people pronounced.
The stress can be apperceived and represented in speech as amplitude, pitch and duration. Such as the stress of noun and verb are oAen stronger than auxiliary word.
Also lots of research has been done on stress with the development of TTS technology, such as Chilin Shih (2003) ['I and SteiT.cn 
~.
Almost all the researchers analyze the stress from recorded natural speech and hy to simulate the behavior of the speaker. It is right hut not the only one right. Speech is created for communication, and communication has two participators: speaker and hearer.
People always prefer less effort in communication"1[21, so people always just put heavy stress on the key part of the sentence and leave the left part unstressed, which forms a stress distribution.
Though the stress (energy) of TTS system is limitless, but for naturalness, TTS system also needs to distribute limited stress into different part of the sentence. It is quite difficult to predict the stress distribution by simulating the speaker, because there are lots of different distributions that are acceptable for same sentence. But standing on the position of the hearer, under the limitation of stress sum, we can choose one of stress distributions that can make the hearer easiest to understand the speaker. The approach is to put the limited stress on the key part of the sentence that can mostly restore the meaning of the sentence. This is the basic idea of hearer model that will be presented in this paper.
The remained parts are structured as following: In section 2, we explain and demonstrate the ideal hearer model. In section 3, we simplify hearer model and present a practical model. And in section 4, the experimental result is presented. Finally, we give our conclusions in section 5.
IDEAL HEARER MODEL
We must simulate the function of hearing first before we apply hearer model. We define how well the hearer understands speaker as how many transcripts the hearer can write down. Though for sate-of-the-art 'ITS system, the understandable rate is almost 100%. But this score is achieved hy the system synthesizing each syllable with extreme stress (which loose naturalness) and listener listening with 100% energy (which make the hearer easy to feel tired This is why the model is not named as listener model but hearer model. Now we will describe the hearer model with its t h e components in detail.
Confusion sef:
Confusion set is defined as C(ts). Here P is the phoneme of one unit, The unit of hearer model can be syllable, word or phrase. Given the phoneme and stress of each unit in one sentence, noted as C(P,,sj is fixed. And now language model is employed to choose one unit from each C(P,sJ to compose one sentence. The choosing should ensure the composed sentence having maximum probability according to the language model.
Predicting algorithm:
For each given sentence, the phoneme of each unit is fixed, noted as P,, i = 1,2, ,q where n is the unit count. The target of the hearer model is to find the optimal s, which obeys following two limitations:
Where S denotes the original sentence, and S' is the new gui I gu 1 gong1 goul sheng3, shuang3, shenl, seng4 shen4 cheng4
PRACTICAL HEARER MODEL
Section 2 demonstrates the ideal hearer model. We call it ideal model because there are still some problems in the model that are difficult to solve, such as confusion set construction method, base unit selection and the computing complexity.
Confusion sei construciion:
The biggest problem is the construction of confusion set, and experiments show that predicted stress result is very sensitive to the confusion set construction. As the definition of confusion set, confusion set should be constructed as a set of unit with similar phoneme. So for Chinese, we should define the similarity of each syllable, which needs lots of research. We try two approaches:
1) The similarity of two syllables is defined as multiplication of the similarity of their initial, final, and tone, and the similarity of the initial, final and tone is partly shown as examples in table 1. Noted as Construction method 1.
The similarity of two syllables is defined as the confusion probability in speech. We let persons listen to the segmented speech of each syllable individually and write down the phoneme they heard, and from this experiment the confusion set of syllable is built and partly shown in table 2. Noted as Construction method 2.
2) 
2)
We analyze people's misunderstanding in listening and find that mistaken syllable count in a word is always no more than one syllable, so we propose a new confusion set construction method here. We define the similarity of the two prosody words as the percents of same part in them, noted as Conshuction method 3.
Computing complexity:
It is easy to see that the computing complexity is quite high because we suppose stress is influenced with each other. It is rational to suppose the influence, but it leads to high computing complexity and makes the model to be an ideal model For a practical stress prediction model, we need to cut down the computing complexity and cut off the influence between each stress. So we propose following algorithm:
1)
2)
. .
Fix the context of the unit just to be their original text
Try each candidate unit in the confusion set to replace the unit and apply language model to calculate the probability of the string constructed with original context and each candidate.
Order the probabilities and predict the stress of the unit by the probabilities first 20 units using linear regression algorithm, the regression parameter is trained in corpus with stress annotation. Figure 1 shows the probability and order of confusing prosody words for one sentence. From the figure we can induce that ''E E", "!YE", ''Zt", "-b? should have heavy stress because they have lots confusion units with higher probability. But '%E', Text " I P , ' ' A 9 can have lighter stress because they are just the units with highest probahility and can easily understand by hearer.
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EXPERIMENTS
Corpus:
We annotated one corpus of I165 sentences, 8336 prosody words. We implement the ideal hearer model first, which uses syllable as base unit and employs the confusion set construction method 1. Table 3 shows one result of this model: Note: Serious Error Rate means the rate of prosody word which has 2 level error between annotated stress level and predicted stress level. If we always set the predicting result to be level 1, then the accuracy will be 43.4Ydtrain set) and 40.lYdtest set). From this we can s" that the hearer model has its contribution to the stress prediction. And of cause the accuracy is quite low comparing with other predict problem. We think the low value result from the difficulty of the stress prediction.
We also carry subjective evaluation both in training set and testing set and the result is shown in table 6.
The average score is quite good and unacceptable rate is quite low also should be explained as the essentiality of the stress prediction. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we deduce one ideal hearer model based on a few hypotheses, and make it more practical by proper modification.
Experiments show that the proposed hearer model is rational and achieves remarkable stress prediction result with 87.36% acceptable rate. 
